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THE CAPABILITIES
Innovative Cyber Risk Solutions

TRAINING

ONLINE AND INSTRUCTOR-LED OPTIONS

INNOVATIVE COURSE DEVELOPMENT

One side of our business is focused on developing unique, educational, entertaining, and
engaging learning content to meet the unique requirements of specific industries and
organizational personnel tiers. This includes content hosted on our platform or exported for
use on your own learning management system in SCORM 1.2 or Tin Can API formats.

ONLINE LEARNING
It's been said that
humans are the
weakest link in the
security chain,
however, we believe
that with adequate
knowledge, skills, and
abilities, humans can
be the strongest link
in the security chain.
Security awareness is
the minimum level of
cyber security
knowledge all
employees must have
in order to help
protect themselves
and their employers
from cyber threats.

Via its CyberCertify.me
platform, Cyber Security
Training and
Consulting LLC offers
60+ security awareness
videos on the
fundamentals of cyber
security, hackers, and
hacking groups.
These courses are only
45 seconds to two
minutes in duration,
which is ideal for
ensuring employees get
the right level
information needed
without overburdening
their minds and theri
calendars.

PROFESSIONAL BOOT CAMPS

We are pleased to
offer U.S. Defense
Industrial Base
prime and subcontractors
Cybersecurity
Maturity Model
Certification
(CMMC) courses
to meet
Awareness &
Training domain
requirements.

Instructor-led, live training (online or inTabletop Exercise Planning
person) is and will always be the best form
Cyber Crisis Leadership
of learning. It provides an environment
Open Source Intelligence
whereby the students and instructor can
Cyber Offender Profiling
connect, share, and discuss topics in a
We are also a CMMCmanner that simply can't be replicated.
Accreditation Body
We offer live, instructor-led boot camps in: (CMMC-AB) approved
Licensed Training Provider
Custom-Developed Professional
(LTP). Our courses include:
Courses
Certified CMMC Professional (CCP)
Introduction to Cybersecurity
Certified CMMC Assessor (CCA)
Cyber Crisis Management Planning

CONSULTING

INNOVATIVE CYBER RISK SERVICES

EVIDENCE-BASED
CYBER SECURITY ASSESSMENTS

What's the current state of your organization's cyber security posture? If you don't know
you're putting the entire organization at risk (brand, reputation, financial, regulatory,
operational, etc.). We will use supporting materials, interviews, and validation techniques to
determine how much due care your organization is actually performing.
But what good is a report that simply tells you all the things you are doing wrong? Very
little, which is why each assessment provides detailed guidance and recommendations on
how to close identified gaps.

ORGANIZATIONAL MINI GAP

A 5-day rapid gap assessment of the state of your cybersecurity program and
capabilities across 17 domains. This assessment focuses on overall capabilities.

ORGANIZATIONAL MID GAP

A 10-day moderate gap assessment of the state of your cybersecurity program and
capabilities across 17 domains. This assessment focuses on overall capabilities and
processes.

ORGANIZATIONAL DEEP GAP

A 15-day deep gap assessment of the state of your cybersecurity program and
capabilities across 17 domains. This assessment focuses on overall capabilities,
proesses and detailed practices.

CMMC MATURITY READINESS

Does your defense industrial base company need to know how well you're doing in
comparison to the Cybersecurity Maturity Model Certification (CMMC) requirements?
If so, we are experts in the CMMC! In fact, we are a CMMC License Training Provider.
We can also build a roadmap to compliance and lead solution implementation

MSSP/MDR INCIDENT RESPONSE ORGANIZATIONAL CERTIFICATION

Organizations that rely on outsourced security services providers are placing the
keys to the kingdom into the hands of an unknown entity...or at least one that has
done the best job of marketing and selling their services. But, it's not until after the
contract ink has dried do you really learn if the managed security services provider
(MSSP or monitor, detect, and respond (MDR) provider actually is capable of
delivering what they promised.
The IROC solves this issue by participating in an unbiased assessment of their
MSSP/MDR organization, processes, resources, and capabilities. Buyers of
MSSP/MDR services gain an independent appraisal of the MSSP/MDR capability
maturity.

CONSULTING
INNOVATIVE CYBER RISK SERVICES

INCIDENT RESPONSE/CYBER CRISIS MATURITY

See our Cyber Crisis Management brochure for more details.
When it comes to Cyber Crisis Management Planning, we literally wrote the book so we feel
like we are in a good position to help organizations with the following:

CCMP ASSESSMENT
TABLETOP EXERCISE PLANNING
CCMP DEVELOPMENT
TABLETOP EXERCISE EXECUTION
CCMP TRAINING
CYBER CRISIS LEADERSHIP
ORGANIZATIONAL INCIDENT RESPONSE MATURITY PROGRAM

CYBER CRIMINAL PROFILING

We continue to develop and refine unique and innovative methods to help law enforcement
make more informed decisions when profiling cyber crime suspects. Our approach includes
analyzing the victim profile, attack vectors, attacker tactics, techniques and procedures,
cultural, societal, and psychological factors. We will also employ automated solutions to
assist with attacker de-anonymization or multi-crime correlation via malware source code
and binary analysis.
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LET'S GET STARTED
Contact us today to receive a no-obligation,
no-cost services and/or education quote.

CYBER SECURITY TRAINING AND CONSULTING LLC
245 West 2nd Street
Suite 027
Mesa, AZ 85201
CyberCertify.me
CMMCTraining.Academy
CyberCrisisResponse.com
CyberSecurityTrainingCo.com

MESA
East Bound & West Bound
Stop #18601
Country Club/Main Street

